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Abstract

Control of foot placement is an essential strategy for maintaining balance during walking.
During unperturbed, steady-state walking, foot placement can be accurately described as a
linear function of the body’s center of mass state at midstance. However, it is uncertain if
this mapping from center of mass state to foot placement generalizes to larger perturbations
that may be more likely to cause falls. These perturbations may cause balance disturbances
and generate reactive control strategies not observed during unperturbed walking. Here, we
used unpredictable changes in treadmill speed to assess the generalizability of foot
placement mappings identified during unperturbed walking. We found that foot placement
mappings generalized poorly from unperturbed to perturbed walking and differed for
forward versus backward perturbations. We also used singular value decomposition of the
mapping matrix to reveal that people were more sensitive to backward versus forward
perturbations. Together, these results indicate that control of foot placement during losses
of balance differs from the control strategies used during unperturbed walking. Better
characterization of human balance control strategies could improve our understanding of
why different neuromotor disorders result in heightened fall risk and inform the design of
controllers for balance-assisting devices.

1 Introduction 1

Control of foot placement is an important strategy for maintaining balance during 2

walking [1] [2] [3] [4]. Balance can be controlled via foot placement by varying the center of 3

pressure and the magnitude of the ground reaction force to influence the body’s linear and 4

angular momentum. For example, one way to recover from a forward loss of balance is to 5
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place the foot more anterior to the body’s extrapolated center of mass (CoM) than normal. 6

This strategy produces a ground reaction force that has a greater posteriorly-directed 7

component to reduce forward linear momentum while also producing a backward moment 8

about CoM to arrest the forward rotation of the body [5]. Thus, modulating foot placement 9

from step-to-step is an important strategy for humans to maintain balance. 10

Step-to-step balance corrective strategies are often characterized using a data-driven 11

approach relating foot placement location to the body’s state at an earlier phase of the gait 12

cycle [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. Given an average CoM trajectory and many strides 13

of steady walking, one can often derive a linear mapping between deviations of the CoM 14

state from this trajectory to deviations in the next foot placement [8] [11] [12]. These 15

mappings can explain ∼80% of the variance in foot placement in the mediolateral direction 16

and ∼30 - 40% of the variance in the anteroposterior direction using the CoM state at 17

midstance [12] [13] [15]. Though passive dynamics may lead to some degree of correlation 18

between CoM state and foot placement [16], the high degree of variance explained, 19

especially in the mediolateral direction, may indicate that the central nervous system uses 20

information about the body’s state to actively control the next foot placement during 21

unperturbed walking. 22

Although the observed mappings explain foot placement patterns during unperturbed 23

gait, the extent to which these mappings generalize to perturbed walking remains to be 24

seen. It is conceivable that linear mappings may fail to explain balance correcting responses 25

to external perturbations and if so, this would suggest that studying unperturbed walking 26

alone is insufficient for elucidating the strategies that people use to prevent falls. Recently, 27

the generality of a linear mapping between deviations in CoM state and subsequent foot 28

placement has been examined using intermittent backward perturbations [6]. In this study, 29

approximately 30% of the variance in fore-aft foot placement was explained by a linear 30

mapping derived from perturbed steps [6]. However, it has yet to be determined how or if 31

this mapping differs from that inferred from steady-state, unperturbed walking or if foot 32

placement strategies differ for backward versus forward perturbations. 33

The primary goal of this study was to determine whether the mapping between CoM 34

state and foot placement derived from unperturbed walking could explain the variance in 35
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foot placement in response to forward and backward perturbations in neurotypical adults. 36

We hypothesized that a mapping that accounted for the directional differences in response 37

to unexpected forward versus backward disturbances would better explain the variance in 38

foot placement than a mapping derived solely from unperturbed walking. This is because 39

one might expect different strategies to be effective when balance disturbances are in the 40

same versus the opposite direction of linear momentum. Additionally, we performed 41

singular value decomposition on the foot placement mapping to provide a direct assessment 42

of the direction along which foot placement was most sensitive to deviations in CoM state 43

and the sensitivity of foot placement control along that direction. We expected to find 44

differences in the derived foot placement mappings as well as the direction and sensitivity of 45

foot placement control to deviations in CoM state between unperturbed and perturbed 46

walking. Overall, this study may extend our understanding of how people control foot 47

placement to maintain balance during walking and may inform the design of controllers for 48

assistive devices to stabilize walking in response to perturbations. 49

2 Materials and methods 50

2.1 Participant characteristics 51

A total of 13 neurotypical adults with no musculoskeletal or gait impairments participated 52

in this study (6F, 58 ± 29yrs, 0.75 ± 0.25 m/s). These participants were recruited as 53

age-matched controls for a sample of post-stroke participants from a prior study [5]. All 54

participants reported their right side as their dominant limb when asked which leg they 55

would use to kick a ball. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the 56

University of Southern California (#HS-18-00533), and all participants provided informed 57

consent before participating. All aspects of the study conformed to the principles described 58

in the Declaration of Helsinki. 59

2.2 Experimental protocol 60

Participants walked on an instrumented, dual-belt treadmill (Fully Instrumented Treadmill, 61

Bertec, USA) for six separate trials at their self-selected walking speed. We determined 62
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their self-selected walking speed using a two-alternative forced-choice staircase 63

method [17] [18] [19] as described in [20]. Participants then walked on the treadmill for five 64

minutes at their self-selected walking speed without receiving any perturbations. Then, for 65

five subsequent trials, participants reacted to acceleration of the treadmill belts. Each trial 66

consisted of a total of 24 perturbations with 12 on each belt. The perturbations had 67

magnitudes of -0.5 m/s, -0.4 m/s, -0.3 m/s, 0.3 m/s, 0.5 m/s, and 0.7 m/s, where positive 68

values indicate increases in speed relative to the participant’s self-selected walking speed, 69

and negative values correspond to reductions in the participant’s self-selected walking speed. 70

Each perturbation was remotely triggered by customized Matlab code and the order of 71

these perturbations was randomized. Each perturbation was characterized by a trapezoidal 72

speed profile in which the treadmill accelerated at the time of foot strike to the target belt 73

speed at an acceleration of 3 m/s2 (or -3 m/s2 if the target speed was less than their 74

walking speed), held this speed for 0.7 s, and then returned to the participant’s self-selected 75

walking speed at an acceleration of -3 m/s2 (or 3 m/s2) [21]. The perturbations were 76

randomly triggered to occur within a range of 15 to 25 steps after the previous perturbation 77

to provide participants with sufficient time to reestablish their baseline walking pattern and 78

prevent them from anticipating perturbation timing. 79

2.3 Data Acquisition 80

We used a ten-camera motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) to record 81

3D marker kinematics at 100 Hz and ground reaction forces at 1000 Hz. We placed a set of 82

14 mm spherical markers on anatomical landmarks and marker clusters on the upper arms, 83

forearms, thighs, shanks, and the back of heels to create a 13-segment, full-body 84

model [22] [23]. We calibrated marker positions during a five-second standing trial and 85

removed all joint markers after the calibration. 86

2.4 Data Processing 87

We post-processed the kinematic and kinetic data in Visual3D (C-Motion, Rockville, MD, 88

USA) and Matlab 2020b (Mathworks, USA) to compute variables of interest. We lowpass 89

filtered marker positions and ground reaction forces using 4th order Butterworth filters with 90
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cutoff frequencies of 6 Hz and 20 Hz, respectively, based on previous literature [24] [25] [26]. 91

Foot strike was defined as the time point when the ground reaction reached 80N. We also 92

examined the timing of perturbations relative to foot strike post-hoc to remove the 93

perturbations that occurred more than 150ms after the foot-strike [27]. We included a 94

median of 10 (interquartile range: 1) perturbations for each perturbation amplitude per side 95

for each participant. 96

2.5 Models of Foot Placement 97

Our goal was to derive a mapping between CoM state and foot placement to characterize 98

the step-to-step balance corrective strategies during unperturbed and perturbed walking. 99

The CoM state during single limb stance, s, was defined as in Eqn.1. 100

s = [PCoMAP , PCoMML, V CoMAP , V CoMML]T (1)

The position of the next foot placement q was defined as in Eqn.2. 101

q = [FootAP , FootML]T (2)

CoM state included the CoM position (PCoM) and velocity (VCoM) in the fore-aft (AP) 102

and mediolateral (ML) direction. Both CoM state and foot placement positions were 103

relative to the position of the current stance foot (Figure 1). We normalized position 104

variables using the height (H) of the participant and velocity variables using
√

gH where g 105

is the gravity constant. Each step cycle was divided into 100 time points. 106

We defined the nominal trajectories of the CoM (s∗) and foot-strike positions (q∗) as 107

the average values of these quantities during unperturbed walking. Step-to-step fluctuations 108

about the nominal trajectory allowed us to determine the relationship between deviations in 109

foot positions ∆q = qk+1 − q∗ and deviations in the CoM state ∆s = sk − s∗ (k is the step 110

number). We derived the mapping between ∆q and ∆s at midstance, which was defined as 111

50% of the step cycle, to be consistent with previous studies and because it was early 112

enough in the gait cycle to allow sufficient time for changes in foot placement by the swing 113
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limb [6] [12] [28]. We first estimated this relationship by computing the Jacobian matrix (J) 114

during the step cycle that mapped the discrete change in state ∆s to the change in foot 115

position ∆q (Eqn.3 - 4). We assumed left-right symmetry so that the foot positions and the 116

CoM state were mirrored about the sagittal plane [6] [29] . 117

∆q
2×1

≈ J
2×4

∆s
4×1

(3)

J
2×4

=


∂F ootAP

∂P CoMAP

∂F ootAP
∂P CoMML

∂F ootAP
∂V CoMAP

∂F ootAP
∂V CoMML

∂F ootML
∂P CoMAP

∂F ootML
∂P CoMML

∂F ootML
∂V CoMAP

∂F ootML
∂V CoMML

 =


jAP
1×4

jML
1×4

 (4)

Given that J is not a full-rank matrix, and maps from a higher (rank = 4) to a lower 118

(rank = 2) dimension, it has a null space. The null space contains the set of vectors that 119

define the directions along which deviations in CoM state would not affect foot placement. 120

We further defined the first row of J matrix to be jAP and the second row to be jML as 121

they define how deviations in CoM state influence foot placement in the anteroposterior 122

direction and mediolateral direction, respectively. 123

2.6 Singular Value Decomposition of Jacobian Matrix 124

The Jacobian matrix can be considered a form of a ”state transition matrix” that reflects 125

the strength and directions of output responses (i.e., changes in foot placements) to inputs 126

(i.e., changes in CoM state) in particular directions in this linearized analysis. Singular 127

value decomposition of the Jacobian, therefore, can estimate the sensitivity of foot 128

placement to changes in CoM state. Importantly, as the Jacobian matrix is not full rank, it 129

maps from higher dimensional changes in CoM state to lower dimensional changes in foot 130

placement. Singular value decomposition can thus determine the changes in CoM state that 131

would produce no changes in foot placement (the null space of the Jacobian). Therefore, we 132

performed singular value decomposition on jAP and jML (Eqn. 5) to find their null spaces, 133
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Figure 1: Diagram of the model describing the CoM state (S) and foot placement (Q). CoM state 
included the CoM position (PCoM) and velocity (VCoM) in the fore-aft (AP) and mediolateral (ML) 
direction. Blue: swing leg, Red: stance leg. CoM position and the position of the swing foot were 
referenced to the stance foot. The black dashed trajectory represents the nominal (average) CoM 
trajectory. The black solid trajectory represents one measured trajectory. 

Figure 1. Diagram of the model describing the CoM state (s) and foot
placement (q). CoM state included the CoM position (PCoM) and velocity (VCoM) in
the fore-aft (AP) and mediolateral (ML) direction. Blue: swing leg, Red: stance leg. CoM
position and the position of the swing foot were referenced to the stance foot. The black
dashed trajectory represents the nominal (average) CoM trajectory. The black solid
trajectory represents one measured trajectory. ∆q and ∆s represent the step-to-step
fluctuation of the foot placement and CoM state. AP: anteroposterior; ML: mediolateral.

determine in which direction the control of foot placement was the most sensitive to 134

deviations in CoM state, and determine the sensitivity of foot placement control along that 135

direction for each individual. 136

j
1×4

= U
1×1

Σ
1×4

VT

4×4
(5)

Here, the rank 1, 1 × 4 matrices jAP and jML were decomposed as the product of a 137

1 × 1 matrix U, a 1 × 4 rectangular diagonal gain matrix Σ , and a 4 × 4 orthogonal 138

matrix V, respectively. The first right singular vector of the Jacobian, v1, defined the 139

direction along which foot placement was most sensitive to deviations in CoM state. The 140

last three singular vectors (v2 , v3 , v4) defined the null space directions along which 141

deviations in CoM state would not affect the foot placement. The singular values of the 142

gain matrix (Σ) indicated the sensitivity of foot placement to deviations in CoM state along 143

the direction defined by v1. 144
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2.7 Statistical Analysis 145

Our objective was to determine whether the mapping between CoM state and subsequent 146

foot placement differed between unperturbed and perturbed gait. We combined the data 147

from all participants and used mixed-effects regression to determine the portion of the 148

Jacobian that was consistent across participants (fixed effects) as well as random effects 149

that account for the variability in elements of the Jacobian across participants. We 150

compared the ability of three models to explain anteroposterior and mediolateral foot 151

positions during perturbed walking (Table 1): 1) a linear model derived from unperturbed 152

walking (Model 1, Eqn. 6); 2) a linear model derived from both perturbed steps and 153

unperturbed steps (Model 2, Eqn. 7), and (3) a piecewise linear model derived from both 154

perturbed steps and unperturbed steps (Model 3, Eqn. 8). For Models 2 and 3, we derived 155

foot placement mappings using both the perturbed steps and an equal number of 156

unperturbed steps because a prior study found that foot placement mapping coefficients for 157

unperturbed and backward perturbed walking was similar [6]. Combining step types 158

allowed us to identify a single mapping capable of explaining responses to both 159

internally-generated and external perturbations. We derived a piecewise linear mapping 160

with one breakpoint (Model 3, Eqn. 8) to test for directional differences in responses to 161

increases and reductions in belt speed. We chose this piecewise linear model because there 162

is evidence that people rely on different balance correcting strategies to recover from 163

forward versus backward losses of balance [3] [4] [20] [30]. 164

We used the AIC to determine the most parsimonious model to explain variance in 165

foot placement (Eqn. 9) [31]. 166

AIC = 2k + N ln Σε2 (9)

Here, k is the number of estimated parameters, N is the number of data points, ε is 167

the prediction error between the predicted and actual data. We selected the model with the 168

lowest AIC as the best model. 169

We also determined if the foot placement mapping differed between perturbed and 170

unperturbed walking by comparing the regression coefficients of the foot placement mapping 171
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Table 1. Model description for foot placement mappings
Model Description Model

Linear mapping derived from unper-
turbed steps (Model 1) ∆qT

k+1 = J1∆sT
k (6)

Linear mapping derived from both
perturbed steps unperturbed steps
(Model 2)

∆qT
k+1 = J2∆sT

k (7)

A piecewise linear regression model
derived from both perturbed steps
and unperturbed steps (Model 3)

∆qT
k+1 =

{
J3∆sT

k if ∆V CoMAP > 0
J4∆sT

k if ∆V CoMAP < 0 (8)

derived from perturbed walking and those derived from unperturbed walking. Lastly, we 172

determined whether the values of the gain matrix from singular value decomposition that 173

indicated the sensitivity of foot placement control in response to deviations in CoM state 174

differed between unperturbed walking and perturbed walking. We used paired sample t-test 175

if the variables were normally distributed; otherwise, we used Wilcoxon rank-sum test. We 176

used the Shapiro-Wilk Test to test the normality. Significance was set at p<0.05. 177

3 Results 178

3.1 Foot placement mapping during unperturbed walking 179

Both anteroposterior and mediolateral foot position relative to the trailing limb varied from 180

step to step during unperturbed walking (Figure 2A, grey points). Foot position in the 181

anteroposterior direction was explained by a model which included CoM displacement and 182

velocity in both anteroposterior and mediolateral direction with the following form (mean ± 183

standard error) which had an R2 of 0.38: 184

j1
AP =

[
0.71 ± 0.088 −0.81 ± 0.12 0.77 ± 0.088 −0.94 ± 0.13

]

Thus, a larger forward displacement of the CoM and larger forward velocity at 185

midstance were associated with a longer step while a larger lateral CoM displacement and 186
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larger lateral velocity at midstance were associated with a shorter step. Foot position in the 187

mediolateral direction was positively associated with CoM displacement and velocity in the 188

mediolateral direction at midstance and negatively associated with CoM velocity in the 189

anteroposterior direction which had an R2 of 0.74: 190

j1
ML =

[
−0.016 ± 0.043 1.71 ± 0.12 −0.48 ± 0.055 1.22 ± 0.07

]

A

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2
Actual ML Foot Placement 
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unperturbed

Walking 
Direction

Left foot 

Figure 2. Scatter plots showing the left foot placement during unperturbed
walking and following perturbations for a representative participant. Colored
dots indicate foot placement following increasing perturbations (blue to green). Gray dots
represent foot placement during unperturbed walking. (A) Left foot placement relative to
the right perturbed trailing stance foot during unperturbed steps and perturbed steps. (B)
Actual foot placement v. fitted foot placement in the anteroposterior direction during both
unperturbed and perturbed walking using the mapping derived from unperturbed steps.

3.2 Foot placement mapping during perturbed walking 191

The mapping between foot position and CoM state at midstance during unperturbed 192

waking did not generalize to foot positions following perturbations based on visual 193

inspection of the predictions from the unperturbed model (Figure 2). In both mediolateral 194

and anteroposterior directions, we found that a piecewise linear model best explained the 195

variance in foot placement as evidenced by the lower AIC values (Table 2). Following 196
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forward perturbations, a larger forward displacement and larger forward velocity of the 197

CoM at midstance were associated with a longer step while a larger lateral CoM velocity 198

and larger lateral velocity at midstance were associated with a shorter step. 199

j3
AP =

[
1.27 ± 0.28 −0.70 ± 0.24 0.45 ± 0.12 −0.27 ± 0.28

]

On the other hand, following backward perturbations, a larger backward displacement and 200

larger backward velocity of CoM were associated with a shorter step while a larger lateral 201

CoM displacement and larger medial velocity at midstance were associated with a shorter 202

step. 203

j4
AP =

[
2.36 ± 0.28 −1.60 ± 0.54 1.43 ± 0.26 1.5 ± 0.5

]
In the mediolateral direction, a larger lateral CoM velocity and displacement at midstance 204

were associated with a wider step for both forward and backward perturbations. A larger 205

forward CoM displacement and velocity were associated with a narrower step following 206

forward perturbations. For backward perturbations, a larger backward CoM displacement 207

and smaller backward CoM velocity were associated with a narrower step. 208

j3
ML =

[
−0.082 ± 0.031 1.54 ± 0.12 −0.18 ± 0.019 0.90 ± 0.064

]
209

j4
ML =

[
0.20 ± 0.061 1.46 ± 0.14 −0.17 ± 0.055 1.03 ± 0.13

]
Several features of the anteroposterior foot placement mappings differed depending on 210

the dataset for which they were derived (Figure 3A). Coefficient estimates for each 211

individual were computed by summing the random effects and the fixed effects from each 212

mixed effect model. The coefficients for ∆PCoMAP derived from backward perturbations 213

were greater than those derived from forward perturbations (t(12) = 4.3, p = 0.0011) and 214

unperturbed walking (t(12) = 5.6, p = 0.0001). Similarly, the coefficients for ∆V CoMAP 215

derived from backward perturbations were greater than those derived from forward 216

perturbations (t(12) = 2.4, p = 0.034) and unperturbed walking (t(12) = 3.6, p = 0.0037). 217

This suggests that, for a fixed magnitude deviation in CoM state, changes in foot placement 218
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Table 2. Model selection metrics based on AIC. Lower AIC values are indicative of better
models.
Model Description Direction Number of

estimated
parameters (k)

AIC

Linear mapping derived from
unperturbed steps (Model 1)

Anteriorposterior 9 12506

Mediolateral 9 5757
Linear mapping derived from both
perturbed steps and

Anteriorposterior 9 8364

unperturbed steps (Model 2) Mediolateral 9 460
A piecewise linear model derived
from both perturbed steps

Anteriorposterior 18 6166

and unperturbed steps (Model 3) Mediolateral 18 -534

were larger in response to backward versus forward perturbations. The coefficients for 219

∆V CoMML were greater when derived from forward perturbations than unperturbed 220

walking (t(12) = 3.5, p = 0.0043). The coefficients for ∆V CoMML derived from backward 221

perturbations were also greater than those derived from forward perturbations (t(12) = 3.1 , 222

p = 0.0093) and unperturbed walking (t(12) = 5.0, p = 0.0003) and were generally positive 223

while those derived from forward perturbations and unperturbed walking were generally 224

negative. This suggests that a fixed magnitude of deviation in lateral CoM velocity would 225

result in a longer step during backward perturbations but a shorter step during 226

unperturbed walking and forward perturbations. 227

The mediolateral foot placement mapping derived from perturbed walking differed 228

from that derived from unperturbed walking (Figure 3B). The coefficients for ∆PCoMAP 229

derived from backward perturbations were higher than those from unperturbed walking 230

(t(12) = 3.82, p = 0.0024) and forward perturbations (t(12) = 4.79, p = 0.0004). The 231

coefficients for ∆V CoMAP derived from unperturbed walking were more negative than 232

derived from forward perturbations (t(12) = -5.3, p = 0.0002) and backward perturbations 233

(t(12) = -4.1, p = 0.0014). Lastly, the coefficients for ∆V CoMML derived from forward 234

perturbations were less than those derived from unperturbed walking (t(12) = -5.3, p = 235

0.0002). 236

Although participants experienced many perturbations over the course of the 237
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experiment, we did not observe learning effects as measured by their responses to the 238

perturbations. To assess the potential for learning, we compared the distance from the CoM 239

to the rear edge of the base of support and also compared the CoM velocity in the 240

anteroposterior direction at the time of foot strike after the first and last perturbations for 241

each level of treadmill speed change [32]. There were no differences in these measures 242

between the first and last perturbations (CoM position: p = 0.25; CoM velocity: p = 0.20) 243

indicating that participants responded similarly to the perturbations throughout the 244

experiment.

Figure 3: The estimated coefficients of the derived foot placement model in the anteroposterior direction (A) 
and mediolateral direction (B) with respect to CoM state at midstance. Coefficient estimates were computed 
by summing the random effects and the fixed effects from each mixed effect model. Black horizontal lines 
indicate the median coefficient estimates across participants. Gray: estimates from unperturbed walking 
(Model 1), Green: estimates from piecewise linear model for forward perturbations (Model 3), Blue: estimates 
from piecewise linear model for backward perturbations (Model 3). Dots represented individual estimates of 
coefficients (*p<0.05, **p<0.001,***p<0.0001).

∂FootAP
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When including all four terms in the 
mediolateral foot placement model, the R2 
is similar for unperturbed and perturbed 
walking with a piecewise linear model.

Figure 3. The estimated coefficients of the foot placement model in the
anteroposterior direction (A) and mediolateral direction (B) with respect to
CoM state at midstance. Coefficient estimates were computed by summing the random
effects and the fixed effects from each mixed effect model. Black horizontal lines indicate
the median coefficient estimates across participants. Gray: estimates from unperturbed
walking (Model 1), Green: estimates from piecewise linear model for forward perturbations
(Model 3), Blue: estimates from piecewise linear model for backward perturbations (Model
3). Dots represented individual estimates of coefficients (*p<0.05, **p<0.001,***p<0.0001).

245

3.3 Singular Value Decomposition of Foot Placement Mappings 246

3.3.1 Task space vectors for anteroposterior foot placement mapping matrix 247

Singular value decomposition provided a direct assessment of the null space of J, and the 248

directions along which future foot placement ∆q was the most sensitive to changes in CoM 249
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state ∆s (Figure 4A-F blue arrows). We first performed singular value decomposition on 250

the Jacobian matrix obtained for unperturbed walking j1
AP , forward perturbations j3

AP , 251

and backward perturbations j4
AP in the anteroposterior direction. During unperturbed 252

walking (j1
AP ), the largest foot placement changes were associated with deviations in CoM 253

displacement and velocity that were directed anteriorly and medially (Figure 4A-D). This 254

was consistent with our interpretation in Section 3.1 that a larger forward displacement of 255

the CoM and larger forward velocity at midstance were associated with a longer step, while 256

a larger lateral CoM displacement and larger lateral velocity at midstance were associated 257

with a shorter step. Following forward perturbations (j3
AP ), people generally made the 258

largest adjustment in foot placement in response to deviations in CoM displacement and 259

velocity that were directed anteriorly and medially (Figure 4E-H). However, it is important 260

to note that there was large inter-subject variability in response to deviations in CoM 261

velocity in this case (Figure 4G). Unlike the unperturbed and forward perturbation 262

conditions, during the backward perturbations (j4
AP ) the largest changes in foot placement 263

were associated with posterior/lateral deviations of CoM displacement coupled with 264

posterior/medial deviations in CoM velocity (Figure 4I-L). The direction for deviations in 265

CoM velocity was different from unperturbed steps and forward perturbations. Thus, these 266

results suggest that changes in foot placement were direction-dependent in response to 267

forward and backward perturbations in terms of CoM velocity, but the mapping remained 268

relatively invariant in terms of CoM displacement. 269

3.3.2 Null space vectors for anteroposterior foot placement mapping matrix 270

Deviations in CoM state along the last three singular vectors (null space vectors) would not 271

affect the foot placement. The orientations of null space vectors were similar for 272

unperturbed walking and forward and backward perturbations. During both unperturbed 273

and perturbed steps, deviations in CoM displacement that were directed anteriorly and 274

laterally would not affect foot placement position (Figure 4 orange arrows). Deviations in 275

CoM velocity in the lateral direction would also not affect foot placement position (Figure 4 276

red arrows). Lastly, deviations in CoM velocity directed anteriorly coupled with deviations 277

in CoM displacement directed posteriorly would not affect foot placement position (Figure 4 278
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Figure 4: Visualization of singular value decomposition on the anteroposterior foot placement mapping matrix derived 
from unperturbed steps, forward perturbation, and backward perturbation steps. Left panel shows singular value 
decomposition on the mean foot placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps (A), forward perturbation (E), 
and backward perturbation steps (I). Gain obtained from singular value decomposition on the foot placement mapping for 
unperturbed steps (B), forward perturbation (F), and backward perturbations (J) for each individual (dot) and median across 
participants (black line). (**p<0.001,***p<0.0001). Right singular vectors related with ΔCoM displacement derived during 
steady-state walking (C), during forward perturbation (G), during backward perturbation (K). Right singular vectors related 
with ΔCoM velocity derived from mapping coefficients during steady-state walking (D), during forward loss of balance 
(H), during backward loss of balance (L). Light colored arrows indicate right singular vectors for each individual. Note that 
solid arrows indicate the first right singular vector (task space vectors) while dash lines indicate the last three singular 
vectors (null space vectors). Dark colored arrows indicate right singular vectors computed from the mean foot placement 
mapping matrix. 

G H

L

Figure 4. Visualization of singular value decomposition of the anteroposterior
foot placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps, forward
perturbation, and backward perturbation steps. Left panel shows singular value
decomposition on the mean foot placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps
(A), forward perturbation (E), and backward perturbation steps (I). Gain obtained from
singular value decomposition on the foot placement mapping for unperturbed steps (B),
forward perturbation (F), and backward perturbations (J) for each individual (dot) and
median across participants (black line). (**p<0.001,***p<0.0001). Right singular vectors
related with ∆CoM displacement derived during steady-state walking (C), during forward
perturbation (G), during backward perturbation (K). Right singular vectors related with
∆CoM velocity derived from mapping coefficients during steady-state walking (D), during
forward loss of balance (H), during backward loss of balance (L). Light colored arrows
indicate right singular vectors for each individual. Note that solid arrows indicate the first
right singular vector (task space vectors) while dash lines indicate the last three singular
vectors (null space vectors). Dark colored arrows indicate right singular vectors computed
from the mean foot placement mapping matrix.

pink arrows). 279

3.3.3 Gain values for anteroposterior foot placement mapping matrix 280

Singular value decomposition of the anteroposterior foot placement mapping revealed higher 281

control gain during backward perturbation than unperturbed walking and forward 282

perturbation. The gain obtained for backward perturbations was higher than the gain 283

obtained for unperturbed (Z = 4.2, p < 0.0001) and forward perturbation (p = 0.0003; 284

Figure 4B, F, J). These results indicated that foot placement was more sensitive to the 285

changes in CoM state and may be more tightly controlled during backward perturbation 286
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than forward perturbation or unperturbed walking. 287

3.3.4 Task space vectors for mediolateral foot placement mapping matrix 288

Similarly, we performed singular value decomposition on the Jacobian matrix obtained for 289

unperturbed walking j1
ML, forward perturbations j3

ML, and backward perturbations j4
ML 290

in the mediolateral direction (Figure 5). During both unperturbed walking and perturbed 291

walking, a larger lateral displacement and velocity at midstance were associated with a 292

wider step (Figure 5 blue arrows). This was consistent with our results in Section 3.1 that a 293

larger lateral displacement of the CoM and larger lateral velocity at midstance were 294

associated with a longer step. 295

Δ Δ Δ Δ

j1 1 . 	0	0	0

. . 		 . 	 .
0.79 0.37 0.18 0.45
0.22 0.18 0.95 			0.12
0.57 0.45	 0.12 			0.68

j4 1 . 	0	0	0

. . 	 . 	 .
0.81 0.41	 0.068 0.42
0.093 0.068	 0.99 0.048
0.57 0.42		 0.048 0.71

Task Space Null Space

j3 1 . 	0	0	0

. . . .
0.86 0.29 0.081 0.41
0.098 0.081 0.99 0.047
0.50 0.41 0.047 0.76
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Figure 5: Visualization of singular value decomposition on the mediolateral foot placement mapping matrix derived from 
unperturbed steps, forward perturbation, and backward perturbation steps. Left panel shows singular value decomposition 
on the mean foot placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps (A), forward perturbation (E), and backward 
perturbation steps (I). Gain obtained from singular value decomposition on the foot placement mapping for unperturbed 
steps (B), forward perturbation (F), and backward perturbations (J) for each individual (dot) and median across participants 
(black line). Right singular vectors related with ΔCoM displacement derived during steady-state walking (C), during 
forward perturbation (G), during backward perturbation (K). Right singular vectors related with ΔCoM velocity derived 
from mapping coefficients during steady-state walking (D), during forward loss of balance (H), during backward loss of 
balance (L). Light colored arrows indicate right singular vectors for each individual. Note that solid arrows indicate the 
first right singular vector (task space vectors) while dash lines indicate the last three singular vectors (null space vectors).
Dark colored arrows indicate right singular vectors computed from the mean foot placement mapping matrix. 

Figure 5. Visualization of singular value decomposition of the mediolateral foot
placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps, forward
perturbation, and backward perturbation steps. Left panel shows singular value
decomposition on the mean foot placement mapping matrix derived from unperturbed steps
(A), forward perturbation (E), and backward perturbation steps (I). Gain obtained from
singular value decomposition on the foot placement mapping for unperturbed steps (B),
forward perturbation (F), and backward perturbations (J) for each individual (dot) and
median across participants (black line). Right singular vectors related with ∆CoM
displacement derived during steady-state walking (C), during forward perturbation (G),
during backward perturbation (K). Right singular vectors related with ∆CoM velocity
derived from mapping coefficients during steady-state walking (D), during forward loss of
balance (H), during backward loss of balance (L). Light colored arrows indicate right
singular vectors for each individual. Note that solid arrows indicate the first right singular
vector (task space vectors) while dash lines indicate the last three singular vectors (null
space vectors). Dark colored arrows indicate right singular vectors computed from the mean
foot placement mapping matrix.
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3.3.5 Null space vectors for mediolateral foot placement mapping matrix 296

The directions of null space vectors were similar for unperturbed walking and forward but 297

not for backward perturbations. For unperturbed walking and forward perturbations, 298

deviations in CoM displacement that were directed anteriorly and laterally did not affect 299

foot placement position (Figure 5C, D, G, H orange arrows). Deviations in CoM velocity in 300

the fore-aft direction also did not affect mediolateral foot placement position (Figure 5C, D, 301

G, H red arrows). Deviations in CoM velocity directed laterally coupled with deviations in 302

CoM displacement directed anteriorly and medially did not affect foot placement position 303

(Figure 5C, D, G, H pink arrows). Following backward perturbations, deviations in CoM 304

displacement that were directed posteriorly and medially did not affect foot placement 305

position (Figure 5K, L orange arrows). Deviations in CoM velocity in the fore-aft direction 306

also did not affect mediolateral foot placement position (Figure 5K, L red arrows). 307

Deviations in CoM velocity directed laterally coupled with deviations in CoM displacement 308

directed posteriorly and medially would not affect foot placement position (Figure 5K, L 309

pink arrows). 310

3.3.6 Gain values for mediolateral foot placement mapping matrix 311

Lastly, singular value decomposition on mediolateral foot placement mapping found similar 312

gain during unperturbed walking, following forward and backward perturbations (p > 0.05; 313

Figure 5B, F, J). Such results indicated that sensitivity of mediolateral foot placement to 314

the changes in CoM state was similar during unperturbed walking and forward or backward 315

perturbations. 316

4 Discussion 317

Our study’s primary objective was to determine if the mapping between changes in CoM 318

state and changes in foot placement found during steady-state, unperturbed walking 319

explained changes in foot placement in response to imposed perturbations. We found that 320

the mapping derived from the natural variability of foot placement during steady-state 321

walking could not explain patterns of foot placement in response to perturbations 322
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(Figure 2B). Instead, a mapping that accounted for differences in responses to forward 323

versus backward perturbations best explained foot placement variance during perturbed 324

steps (Table 2). In addition, we found that foot placement was more sensitive to the 325

changes in CoM state and more tightly correlated with backward perturbations than 326

forward perturbation. Overall, our results demonstrate that a mapping that accounted for 327

directional differences emerges when people adjust their foot placement in response to 328

forward and backward perturbations. 329

The foot placement mapping during unperturbed walking in neurotypical participants 330

was similar to that previously reported for young adults despite the fact that our population 331

was, on average, older [12]. Our derived foot placement mappings explained ∼60% of the 332

variance in foot placement in the mediolateral direction and ∼40% of the variance in the 333

anteroposterior direction at midstance, which is comparable with prior work [12] [15] . In 334

the fore-aft direction, more lateral deviation of CoM displacement and CoM velocity at 335

midstance was associated with a shorter step while a more forward deviation of CoM 336

displacement and CoM velocity was associated with a longer step. In the mediolateral 337

direction, more lateral deviation of CoM displacement and velocity was associated with a 338

more lateral step. In both directions, people stepped in the direction of the CoM deviation. 339

Such association between deviation in CoM state and foot placement could be attributed, in 340

part, to passive dynamics of the swing leg and active control of foot placement to maintain 341

balance [9] [16]. Additionally, as in the neurotypical young population, the coefficient of 342

determination at midstance was higher for mediolateral deviations in foot placement than 343

fore-aft deviations, indicating that people may adopt a tighter control their foot placement 344

in the mediolateral direction than in the fore-aft direction. 345

We hypothesized that a mapping that accounted for the differences in response to 346

forward versus backward disturbances would better explain the variance in foot placement 347

than a linear mapping derived from unperturbed walking. Consistent with this hypothesis, 348

we found that the foot placement mapping differed between forward versus backward 349

perturbations. For instance, changes in foot placement in the anteroposterior direction were 350

more sensitive to changes in fore-aft CoM displacement and velocity at midstance following 351

backward perturbations than forward perturbations. The discrepancy in foot placement 352
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mapping between forward and backward perturbations may result from the fact that people 353

rely more on modulation of ankle torque in the perturbed limb during forward 354

perturbations than they do during backward perturbations [4] [5]. Shifting the center of 355

pressure forward by activating the ankle plantar flexors during the stance phase in which 356

forward perturbations occur could help people to generate backward moment about body 357

CoM to reduce the forward rotation of the body. As a result, a smaller backward moment 358

needs to be generated about the body’s CoM at the next foot placement and less foot 359

placement deviation from the nominal trajectory was needed in response to forward 360

perturbations than backward perturbations. 361

The mediolateral foot placement mapping derived from unperturbed walking also 362

differed from the mapping derived from perturbed walking. Similar to what was observed 363

with foot placement in the anteroposterior direction, these results indicate that the mapping 364

between CoM state and foot placement observed during unperturbed walking does not 365

generalize to perturbed walking. These results may indicate that our nervous system adjusts 366

the control strategies following perturbations to generate appropriate corrective responses to 367

maintain balance. This difference in control between steady-state and perturbed walking 368

may reflect a shift from more spinally-mediated control to control by brainstem or cortical 369

circuits responsible for balance control [33] [34] [35]. For example, treadmill accelerations 370

and decelerations which were similar to the perturbation paradigm used in this current 371

study induced long-latency stretch reflexes in calf muscles that are thought to be mediated 372

by supraspinal structures [36]. Therefore, analysis of unperturbed walking is insufficient to 373

infer control strategies responsible for recovering from losses of balance. 374

The use of singular value decomposition extended our interpretations of foot 375

placement control strategies beyond what could be inferred solely from the derived foot 376

placement mappings. Performing singular value decomposition on the Jacobian matrix has 377

been widely used for analyzing and designing control systems [37]. In our analysis, we 378

applied the decomposition to the experimental Jacobian matrices to obtain the direction 379

along which changes in foot placement was most sensitive to changes in CoM state and the 380

sensitivity (gain) along that direction. We found that both the direction and gain were 381

similar for unperturbed steps and following forward perturbations. In contrast, the 382
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direction and gain were different following backward perturbations. This suggests that foot 383

placement control strategies following backward perturbations were different from strategies 384

during unperturbed and following forward perturbations. Particularly, the gain for 385

backward perturbations was greater than unperturbed and forward perturbations, 386

indicating higher sensitivity to deviations in CoM state following backward perturbations 387

and, we speculate, tighter control of foot placement to correct for such deviations in CoM 388

state compared to unperturbed and following forward perturbations. 389

Other stabilization strategies aside from foot placement, such as modulating the ankle 390

push-off, also play an important role in maintaining balance [5] [15] [30] [38] [39]. We 391

previously demonstrated that neurotypical participants coordinate both their leading and 392

trailing limb to restore balance in response to forward loss of balance [5]. Kim and 393

Collins [28] derived a controller that used both foot placement and ankle push-off impulse 394

to stabilize a biped in the sagittal plane when negotiating through random changes of the 395

ground’s height during walking. Therefore, future studies may investigate how different 396

balance recovery strategies coordinate together following the deviation in body’s state and 397

whether such coordination may explain the difference in foot placement mapping following 398

the forward and backward perturbations. 399

Although we used CoM state as the predictor to derive the foot placement mapping, 400

it is uncertain if CoM state provides the best predictive value. Other studies have used the 401

swing leg state at the swing initiation [14], the stance leg state [13], or the ankle state [40] 402

to construct predictive models that describe how humans control balance during walking or 403

running. Future studies should perform a more comprehensive model comparison to 404

determine the best set of predictors to explain foot placement control. 405

It also remains unclear to what extent passive dynamics versus active control 406

contribute to the observed associations between CoM state and foot placement. For 407

example, an open-loop stable 2D model showed that 80% of the variance in foot position 408

could be explained by CoM state in the fore-aft direction at midstance [16]. One primary 409

objective of our study was to derive the foot placement mapping during relatively large 410

perturbations that required reactive responses to avoid falls. To our knowledge, no studies 411

have examined the role of passive dynamics during balance corrections for perturbed 412
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walking. Given the inability of mappings derived from unperturbed walking to explain the 413

variance in foot placement in the current study, this may suggest a larger contribution from 414

active control in response to external perturbations. In addition, the previously examined 415

2D bipedal model did not consider the inertial properties of the swing limb or consider 416

control of the torso that helps to maintain an upright posture [16]. Thus, a more complex 417

model with segment inertias [41] may be necessary to untangle the relative contribution of 418

passive dynamics and active control to the correlation between body’s state and foot 419

placement and draw inference about how people use sensory feedback information to 420

generate corrective response. 421

5 Data Availability 422

All data can be retrieved from: 423

https://osf.io/gv5tq/?view_only=858243326d374cd3ba6ddd157195d02f 424
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